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• New STAG Summer Buying Shows for 2013

• Every STAG member is invited

• The Irish Show is open to non-members who pre-register

• STAG members overnight costs paid by STAG

• All exhibitors offer special deals for orders placed at the show

To find out more on STAG visit    www.stagbuyinggroup.com
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WHAT IF YOU CAN 

ENERGY. 
  Energy availability

  Endurance capacity

  Electrolyte replenishment

PREMIUM SPORTS PERFORMANCE GEL 
TO ASSIST WITH CARBOHYDRATE ENERGY DELIVERY 

FORMULATED TO ASSIST WITH

Available at:

AVAILABLE FLAVOURS

  Vanilla Caramel and Mocha

  Coming Soon:  
  Raspberry, Lemon & Lime
  and Apple & Blackcurrant



ABC Certification
Sports Insight has a current ABC certified circulation of 5,422 (audit period
July 1, 2011-June 30, 2012). The Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC) is an
independent audit watchdog that verifies magazines’ circulation figures,
providing accurate and comparable data for advertisers.

ABC Certification demonstrates a media owner’s integrity, in their willingness to be
audited and to conform to industry standards.
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– PERFORM LONGER –
WITH ZONED MUSCLE SUPPORT,  
DRY SKIN AND A WARM BODY

www.odlo.com

ISPO 2013, 03. –  06.02.2013, Hall B3, Booth 202

Slide 18. –  20.02.2013 Telford international centre stand B28

For more information please contact 0845 603 7289 or email uk@odlo.com.



The NPD Group looks at how adidas, the official
London 2012 sportswear provider and Team GB
kit manufacturer, is performing post Olympics

n the October issue we considered what effect London 2012
may have had on leading sports brands such as adidas and
Nike. adidas was an official partner of the Olympic Games and
Team GB’s kit manufacturer. During the Games, Team GB
apparel was extremely popular, partly influenced by the

success enjoyed by many of our athletes, but has this translated into any
lasting legacy for adidas in its battle for sporting supremacy with Nike? 

adidas group CEO Herbert Hainer revealed that the first half of 2012 was
hugely successful for the brand - before the Games had even started adidas
had sold over £100 million worth of Olympic merchandise. 

SPENDING
Looking at the sports footwear and apparel market, we would expect 
the Olympic Games to deliver a significant increase in spending
during the third quarter of 2012, compared to the
third quarter of 2011, particularly in apparel.

I

SPORTING
SUPREMACY
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SPORTSWEAR CATEGORY
(FOOTWEAR & APPAREL)

BRAND PERFORMANCE

09www.sports-insight.co.uk

The NPD Group monitors the sales of sports footwear and apparel
in many countries around the world. For more information call The
NPD Group sports team on 01932 355580.

The NPD Consumer Tracking Panel
can show in detail what is driving the
growth or decline of a brand, so is a
perfect tool for tracking performance.
We can also analyse data for the total
market, which showed that overall sales
for Q3 2012 grew by six per cent, driven
by a seven per cent increase in apparel
compared with 2011. Among the brands,
adidas grew strongly throughout the
period in both footwear and apparel.

LEISUREWEAR
Last year we looked in detail at the
running category. This time we will look
at the leisurewear sector, where adidas
and Nike focus much of their attention. 

The category overall is worth £400
million plus per quarter in the UK across
both footwear and apparel, so clearly
any gains or losses will have significant
bottom line implications. adidas was
able to secure significant levels of
growth in this category during Q3 due
to its relationship with Team GB. 

PERFORMANCE
In both leisure apparel and footwear,
adidas performed well and has drawn
closer to Nike in terms of market share.
At the overall market level, Nike is still
number one, but with strong growth
from adidas in some key categories the
critical question will be whether the
German brand can maintain its 2012
sales levels into 2013. Or will there be a
significant slowdown in the public’s
appetite for the brand?
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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

TWITTERING Sports Insight is now on Twitter. For the latest industry news, new product information and details
of forward features and special advertising opportunities follow us @sportsinsightuk. 

10 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

The company is launching an
international TV, print and
digital campaign that ASICS
says is designed to motivate
sports people to achieve their
goals in 2013.
The promotion includes a TV
commercial, brand and product
print adverts and Facebook
application to link with the
company’s existing MY ASICS
online training tool that provides
training tips and motivational
messages from some of its 
brand ambassadors.

A series of six short
documentary films featuring the
likes of sprinter Christophe
Lemaitre, triathlete Helen Jenkins
and tennis player Gael Monfils
will also be released via MY
ASICS and the company’s
YouTube channel.

ASICS
PROMOTIONAL

PUSH
Retail crime on the rise 

the way police forces respond,” says Helen
Dickinson, director general at the British 
Retail Consortium.
“However, there’s been some success from
closer engagement. The BRC’s work with the
Met has led to the Mayor’s office recognising
retail crime as a force priority in London. But 
I’m concerned that police and crime
commissioners, who are now responsible for
determining local crime fighting priorities
elsewhere, are not getting a true picture of 
the extent of retail crime.”

OTHER KEY FINDINGS BY THE BRC INCLUDE:
� On average, nearly one in 20 stores suffered a
robbery during 2012. The average cost of each
incident trebled to £3,005 from £989 the
previous year - a result of more serious,
organised offending. 
� The survey suggests 28,700 retail workers
across the sector suffered physical attacks,
threats or verbal abuse during the year, but the
number of incidents per 1,000 employees had
more than halved to 11.6, compared with 2011. 
� Fraud accounted for 26 per cent of the total
cost of retail crime last year. All types of fraud
increased, with identity fraud rising for 80 per
cent of retailers in the survey. E-crime
accounted for 37 per cent of the total cost of
crime - making it a more costly retal crime 
than shoplifting.

BRADLEY WALSH TO
CONTESTANT ON
ITV1’S THE CHASE:

“WHICH
BRITISH
CYCLIST IS
POPULARLY
KNOWN AS
‘QUEEN
VICTORIA’?

BRADLEY
WIGGINS.

CONTESTANT:

THE OVERALL COST HAS SOARED BY 15.6
PER CENT IN A YEAR TO £1.6 BILLION, BUT
DRAMATICALLY FEWER INCIDENTS ARE
BEING REPORTED TO POLICE, ACCORDING
TO THE BRITISH RETAIL CONSORTIUM.

The figure covers retail crime of all types and
includes the value of goods stolen and damage
done, plus the money retailers spend on
prevention. Numbers of incidents of crime rose
across all categories, apart from violence
against staff and robbery. Customer thefts are
the most common retail crime (83 per cent of
all incidents), but saw the biggest fall in
reporting. In 2011 47 per cent of customer
thefts were reported. In 2012 this was down to
just 12 per cent, suggesting retailers’ confidence
in police responses needs to be improved. 
The survey indicates the retail sector suffers
two million shoplifting incidents each year
involving around £200 million worth of goods.
The average value of goods stolen in each
offence has risen 28 per cent to £109. The
report shows ‘e-crime’ is now the mostly costly
form of retail crime. 
“Systematic targeting of higher value goods by
organised criminals is pushing up the cost of
retail crime, but the proportion of shoplifting
incidents reported to police has plummeted to
just one in eight - highlighting just how much
there is to do to build retailers’ confidence in
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It’s TRAILROC 150 has
been named best
performance trail
running shoe by
judges at the

international sports
business trade show.
The lightweight 150g shoe
has a one-piece rip stop

upper and no midsole. Combined with a groundbreaking Tri-C outsole,
which provides excellent grip, the shoe is the ultimate in natural
running, according to Inov-8.

Send your news stories to
the Sports Insight news desk
at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
or call 01273 748675

ISPO BEIJING
February 27-March 2
China National
Convention Center

DIARY DATES SMMEX
March 4
Wembley Stadium

INTERSPORT Q4
2013 SHOW
March 26-27
Solihull

INTERSPORT Q1
2014 SHOW
June 25-26
Solihull

STAG SUMMER
SHOW
July 7-8
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Four Pillars Hotel
Cotswold Water Park

INTERSPORT Q2 2014
SHOW
September 25-26
Solihull

SCHMEICHEL EXTENDS
PRECISION PARTNERSHIP
THE LEICESTER CITY AND DENMARK STOPPER (PICTURED),
WHO BECAME A PRECISION GOALKEEPING AMBASSADOR
IN 2010, HAS CONFIRMED HIS COMMITMENT TO THE BRAND
FOR ANOTHER TWO YEARS.

Youth Sport Trust’s John Steele unveils details of the ‘Lead
your generation’ project at Doha Goals

THE BUSINESS HONOURS CLUB
AUTUMN SEMINAR - A REVIEW 
IN NOVEMBER THE YOUTH SPORT TRUST HOSTED ITS
ANNUAL AUTUMN SEMINAR FOR BUSINESS HONOURS
CLUB MEMBERS AT THE BRAND NEW £2.8 MILLION
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL STADIUM.

The line up of speakers was impressive, including Matt Rogan,
managing director of customer data consultancy Two Circles,
and Team GB’s bronze medallist Alex Danson. The event
provided insight and guidance to business, and attempted to
answer the question of the moment: ‘how do we capitalise on
the success of London 2012?’
The Youth Sport Trust’s CEO John Steele introduced the
event and talked inspiringly about the power of sport, the
importance of partnerships and how small margins can make
such big differences. 
Alex Danson, who played a crucial role in the Great Britain
women’s field hockey bronze medal success, perfectly
articulated her rollercoaster of emotions throughout the
Games to all the attendees with her London 2012 journey of
hope, despair and ultimate elation.
The event was well attended by businesses of all sizes from
across the UK. The event provided attendees with not only
the opportunity to understand the bigger picture within the
sector, but to also share challenges and successes they have
experienced with a wider network.

John Steele, the Youth Sport
Trust’s CEO, took to the
stage at the global sports
conference Doha Goals in
Qatar in December to set
out a key part of the Youth
Sport Trust’s Olympic legacy
commitment, called ‘Lead
your generation’.

A key aspect of Lead
your generation will be
young people developing
legacy plans for their
schools by building on the
Young Ambassador initiative
- which sees young people
using the Olympic and
Paralympic Values to inspire
others. Through Lead your
generation, Young
Ambassadors will
coordinate sports festivals,
activities and events that are
driven by young people to
inspire their peers.

John was joined on
stage in Doha by William
Finnie and Abda Kazemi -
two Young Ambassadors
who have worked hard in
their schools and
communities to inspire
others through London 2012
and the power of sport.

John says: “Doha Goals
is the perfect opportunity to
highlight the important work
of the Young Ambassador
programme and set out how
we are putting young
people at the heart of the
Olympic and Paralympic
legacy.

“Lead your generation
will build on the success of
the Young Ambassador
programme by continuing to
empower young people to
make a difference in their
schools and communities. It
will also ensure there’s a
legacy plan in schools,
which draws together the
work of the Youth Sport
Trust to support that.”

Inov-8 wins
ISPO award

His signature range of gloves,
Schmeichology - the science
of goalkeeping, which was
designed and tested by
Schmeichel, was a hit with
retailers and consumers alike
and has continued to go from
strength to strength.
Schmeichology 3 was
launched at STAG’s UK Buying
Show last November.
“Kasper has been an
integral part of the
success of Precision
Goalkeeping from the
outset and we are
very pleased to have
secured an extension 
to the partnership,”
says David

Sanderson, brand and
marketing director of
Precision Goalkeeping.
“The Schmeichology range
continues to surpass 
our sales expectations year on
year and Schmeichology 3
looks set to smash all of the
records. The extension of
Precision Goalkeeping’s
partnership with Kasper will

allow us to continue to
work closely together to
produce gloves that he
is proud to wear, while
keeping true to our

ethos of supplying top
quality equipment to 

the masses at
affordable prices.”
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP
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ULTIMATE SPORTS NUTRITION
USN OFFERS A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ENDURANCE
PRODUCTS AND SPORTS SUPPLEMENTS TO HELP YOU
ACHIEVE OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE IN YOUR QUEST TO
BEAT NOT ONLY THE COMPETITION, BUT ALSO YOUR
PERSONAL BEST. 

Available at Harris Active, Walkers Cycles and 1000 Mile, USN
prides itself on great tasting products for energy, recovery, all in
one formulas, gels, bars and protein drinks.
For more information call 0845 1800 556, 
email info@usn.co.uk or visit www.usn.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by

CLEAN BOTTLE
WITH A REMOVABLE NOZZLE FOR EASY CLEANING, THE CLEAN
BOTTLE UNSCREWS AT BOTH ENDS - IT’S UNIQUE, RECYCLABLE
AND BPA FREE. 

The silicone washer on the top and bottom caps ensures a leak
proof seal, plus it’s dishwasher safe. How much liquid does the Clean
Bottle hold? 22fl oz or 622ml. 

In addition, 10 per cent of the profits generated from the sale of the
Clean Bottle are donated to eco-friendly charities you can vote for
at http://cleanbottle.com/charity/ 

For further details call 0333 400 8181 or email info@live-on-
the-edge.com
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP
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TROLLEY DASH
1.  SPALDING. INFO.SPALDING@FOTLINC.COM. 01952 682 900
2. MUSCLETRAC. 07711 131617
3. SURRIDGE SPORT. SALES@SURRIDGESPORT.COM. 01282 418448 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

1 2 3

UHLSPORT
THE VAKUU LITE IS A HIGH PERFORMANCE
SHINGUARD THAT’S NEW FOR SPRING/SUMMER
2013.

VAKUU LITE SHINGUARD
A high-performance shinguard new for
Spring/Summer 2013 with compression socks
providing an advanced blood pressure for better
blood circulation. The hardshell has great impact
protection and is flexible at the same time.
Available sizes: S, M, L, XL.
Colour: black/fluo green/silver.
Trade price: £10.30.
RRP: 19.99.

SUPER LITE SHINGUARD
For those who are looking for a small and light
weight shinguard. The Super lite shinguard is
available in a fluorescent colour new for
Spring/Summer 2013. The EVA cushioning foam
provides a good level of shock absorption.
Available sizes: XS, S, M, L.
Colour: fluo green/black/white.
Trade Price: £3.10.
RRP: £5.99.

For more information call 08448 849861 
or email sales@uhlsportuk.com

TECNIFIBRE 
AS THE OFFICIAL PARTNER OF

THE ATP WORLD TOUR FOR THE
NEXT FIVE YEARS, TECNIFIBRE

BECOMES THE OFFICIAL RACKET,
BAG, GRIP, ACCESSORY, STRING

AND STRINGING MACHINE OF THE
ATP.  

Pictured is a snapshot of some of
the products on offer. Designed to
be used by the pros on tour, they

focus on top performance and
premium quality. 

Headlining these products is the
new Razor Code string, a flagship

polyester string that’s been
specifically designed for the world’s

top players. The string is already
proving itself to be a market leader,

with many pros switching from
other leading brands during testing. 

For all enquiries contact Smash
Sports, Tecnifibre’s UK and Ireland
distributor, on 01932 781311, email
office@smashsports.co.uk or visit
www.smashsports.co.uk. The full

Tecnifibre range can be viewed on
the new Tecnifibre website at

www.tecnifibre.com

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

STYLE WITH SUBSTANCE
SPALDING BASE LAYERS ARE THE NEXT GENERATION
IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE SPORTSWEAR.  

Engineered from the brand’s innovative, soft and
lightweight sweat wicking fabric, with built in UV
protection factor 50+, they combine stretch and

compression qualities to help maintain core
body temperature during intense bursts of

activity and rest.

Ergonomically cut for a close and supportive
fit, these dual-sized garments feature micro-
flatlock seams as standard to help eliminate

friction and skin irritation. Mesh underarm
panels also help improve ventilation,
keeping the wearer cooler for longer.

Spalding base layers are available in short
sleeve and long sleeve tops, full length and

cropped leggings and shorts for men, women
and juniors.

For the full game plan visit
www.spaldingeurope.com. For more

information call UK customer services on
01952 682 900 or 

email info.spalding@fotlinc.com

14 www.sports-insight.co.uk

ZINC RED-I
CAMERA
ZINC HAS UNVEILED
ITS MICRO FORMAT 
RED-I VIDEO
CAMERA. 

The guys from
Zinc are expanding
their portfolio of
scooter and bike
accessories, with
RED-i being the latest
addition to the range,
allowing the user to
capture and download live
video in a compact, go
anywhere format. 
The RED-i is an easy to use, pocket size video recorder with 
one touch recording. Its unique design allows the user to attach
the camera to just about anything - a helmet, scooter, bicycle 
or even clothing. 
The camera is compatible with both Mac and PC and with
superfast download speeds makes videos quick and easy to
share. The RED-i’s silicon skin not only allows users to
customise the colour of their camera, but also acts as rugged
protection - perfect for capturing your greatest adventures 
on the go. 
For more information on the Zinc range 
email ying@hy-pro.co.uk

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Sponsored by
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TROLLEY DASH
1.  IRON GYM. SALES@IRONGYM-EUROPE.COM. 075 0644 3652 
2. STRETTONFOX. SALES@STRETTONFOXSPORTS.COM. 07989 909859
3. SMASH SPORTS. WWW.SMASHSPORTS.CO.UK. 01932 781311 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

IRON GYM
IRON GYM PRODUCTS ARE MULTIFUNCTIONAL, EASY TO USE
AND AFFORDABLE IMPULSE PURCHASES, WITH AN AVERAGE
CONSUMER PRICE OF £29.90. 

The attractive packaging and point of sale, coupled with the
range’s concept, have proven to catch consumers’ attention and
immediately start making money for your business. 

Iron Gym has a flexible approach to doing business and can offer
customised collections to best fit your requirements.
For more information call 075 0644 3652, 
email sales@irongym-europe.com or visit 
www.irongym-europe.com

lllll||||||||||||||||||||l||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
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SHOCK DOCTOR GEL 
MAX MOUTHGUARD

THE ALWAYS RELIABLE, NEVER-FAIL GEL MAX
MOUTHGUARD STRIVES TO DELIVER ALL THE ESSENTIALS -

FROM PROTECTION TO COMFORT. THIS MULTI-MATERIAL
MOUTHGUARD IS EASY TO USE AND A UNIVERSAL FIT FOR

ALL AGES. 

Personalise your Gel Max by choosing from one of various
colours to make this mouthguard your very own.

The Gel Max mouthguard features a Gel-Fit Liner for a tight,
comfortable fit; an integrated lip guard, which protects both

upper and lower lips; an exoskeletal shock frame, which
provides impact protection for the teeth, jaw and brain; a

triple layer design for maximum protection, fit and comfort;
plus it’s convertible for use with or without a strap.protection.

For more information about the Shock Doctor range email
sales@hy-pro.co.uk.

15www.sports-insight.co.uk
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

PRODUCT ROUND-UP

PRICE 
OF BATH
DESIGNING, PRODUCING
AND DEVELOPING BALLS
FOR TENNIS, MINI TENNIS,
SQUASH, RACKETBALL AND
MINI SQUASH, AS WELL AS
MANUFACTURING
PROMOTIONAL BALLS AND
RUBBER PRODUCTS OF ALL
KINDS SINCE THE 1930S,
PRICE OF BATH HAS A
WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE
TO SOLVE YOUR SUPPLY
NEEDS.

Since 1936 Price of Bath has
been the only ball maker in
the UK and Europe. All other
balls are imported and made
down to a price point. Price of
Bath specialises in quality,
specials, top end products
and personalised balls for all.
Contact the company to order
the ESRA official match ball
for racketball.
Tel: 01225 742141. 
Email: derek@jpricebath.co.uk
www.jppricebath.co.uk

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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STRETTON FOX -
TOUGH STUFF. 

THE FUTURE OF
CRICKET

PROTECTION
OVER 100 PROFESSIONAL

CRICKETERS FROM THE UK, 
AUSTRALIA, SOUTH AFRICA 

AND THE WEST INDIES CAN’T BE
WRONG - ALL HAVE PURCHASED

STRETTON FOX’S NEW RANGE OF
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.

Made by hand in the UK with
technology originating from police 

and military protection, these
cricket guards are 1cm thick and

incredibly light, but provide
outstanding protection. A patent

has been applied for.

Neil Carter, Jim Troughton, Darren
Maddy, Boyd Rankin and Tom Milnes

are just a few of the players using
the pads. Visit strettonfoxsports.com

to see feedback from players and
video impacts.

For more information email George
Fox at sales@strettonfoxsports.com

www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by
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Frédéric Olivier of FORCE XV outlines the
French rugby brand’s evolution and its search
for overseas licensees

19www.sports-insight.co.uk

Montauban, Narbonne, Racing Metro and
Toulon, the brand is the most renowned in
France and has built up a fair reputation in
the UK. FORCE XV is the current kit supplier
for AS Béziers and sponsors approximately
15 pro players in France and abroad.

We are currently expanding overseas
and looking for licensees in the UK and
Republic of Ireland. Although we have never
pushed hard to open accounts in the UK,
our brand is stocked by a few top retailers
and teamwear specialists. We have recently
unveiled a new logo and ‘High tech rugby’
tag line, reduced the prices of some of our
key products, expanded our dedicated
rugby ranges and introduced a new lifestyle
textile line.

WHAT ARE YOUR AMBITIONS FOR
THE COMPANY?
We want to make FORCE XV one of the top
brands in Europe by enhancing its visibility
outside of France. We are investing in R&D
in order to continue to launch new and

CAN YOU GIVE US SOME
BACKGROUND ON THE BRAND?
FORCE XV was established in 1985 and the
first item developed by the brand was the
‘rugby trainer’®, a revolutionary toggle
training bib that was sublimated on one side.
We then used our sublimation know how to
specialise in manufacturing bespoke
sublimated rugby jerseys and shorts. These
products quickly became very popular and,
as a result, FORCE XV was recognised as
the market leader in the sector in France.

In 2001 we launched the T-Rex shoulder
pads, the first rugby body armour to be
approved by the IRB. The decision to enlarge
the range reinforced the brand’s desire to
offer resellers high quality teamwear apparel,
protection gear, training equipment, sports
bags and accessories. We are one of a few
brands able to supply the full range of rugby
products. 

Due to its collaboration with famous
French pro teams such as Agen, Albi,
Bayonne, Brive, Castres, La Rochelle,

“FORCE XV IS LOOKING FOR 
A SIGNIFICANT MARKET MAKER THAT
HAS EXPERIENCE OF DEALING WITH
SPORTS RETAILERS AND CENTRAL
BUYING OFFICES”

innovative products and at the same time
widening our offer to appeal to a younger 15-
35 audience.
We are also looking to get more exposure
through pro clubs and players and are just
about to develop a global website and
revamp our marketing collateral, including
producing new catalogues.

WHAT TYPE OF DISTRIBUTION
PARTNER ARE YOU LOOKING FOR IN
THE UK AND ROI?
FORCE XV is looking for a significant
market maker that has experience of dealing
with sports retailers and central buying
offices.
The company will already have built strong
relationships with their customers through
successfully selling brands or ranges that are
complementary to ours. These could be
sports, health or care, accessories,
compression supports or undergarments,
mouthguards, ball sports or equipment
brands, or any other well established ranges
in the UK sports retail and teamwear market.
On top of this, the prospective distributor
will be able to manage international
purchases, supply chain and logistics.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF
THE FORCE XV RANGE?
The 2012/2013 range was an important
milestone towards achieving a higher level of
style and design. With this range we have
shown creative power and an originality that
meets rugby players’ expectations, and
feedback has revealed that British
consumers want to see these French inspired
products on retailers’ shelves in the UK.

This design orientation is combined with
a forward looking R&D commitment. In
addition, close and sustainable relationships
with the best material suppliers and skilled
factories have been founded, while rugby
devoted designers are working on our new
ranges.

The brand was born, has grown and still
remains in one family’s hands, so has the
same values as when it first opened for
business. And to reflect the competitive
nature of the current sports market, FORCE
XV has radically reviewed its costs, so is now
able to offer exceptional value for money.

For more information call Frédéric Olivier
on +33 517 822 822 or email
fredolivier@forcexv.com
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Insider
Jakob Keller gives us the low down on running
Munich-based online store Keller Sports

20 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

“WE WERE THE
FIRST GERMAN
ONLINE SHOP
FOR TENNIS
PRODUCTS THAT
HAD AN ENGLISH
WEBSITE”

HOW AND WHY DID YOU GET INTO
SPORTS RETAILING?
My brother Moritz and I started Keller Sports
in 2005 when he was 22 and I was 18. We
were both passionate ‘hobby’ athletes and
really keen to become entrepreneurs. We
thought there wasn’t anyone in the
ecommerce tennis sector doing it right, so
we decided to give it a try and it's worked
out really well - we’re now a leading online
retailer for tennis and running in Europe.

WHAT DO YOU STOCK?
We stock every single item that is on our
websites, which is basically everything a
tennis player and runner needs, such as
apparel, racquets, shoes, GPS watches and
bags. We offer the best and most popular
brands, including Nike, adidas and ASICS.

HOW HAS TRADE BEEN SINCE YOU
LAUNCHED?
We are very pleased with how our business
has evolved. Since 2005 we have grown by
130 per cent on average per year and for
2013 we expect an even higher growth rate.

WAS IT ALWAYS YOUR PLAN TO BE
AN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS?
Yes. We were the first German online shop
for tennis products that had an English
website, which we launched in 2006. In 2009

we launched our website for France, in 2011
for Spain and in 2012 for the UK. 

WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT
BESTSELLING BRANDS?
It depends on the sport and the category,
but in general the bestselling brands besides
Nike and adidas are Head and Wilson in
tennis and ASICS, Mizuno and Saucony in
running. 

WHO ARE YOUR COMPETITORS?
HOW DO YOU COMPETE?
There is a lot of competition on the internet,
so we try to compete by offering
outstanding customer service, which includes
quick and easy order processing and
deliveries, and lots of useful advice. For
example, we have experts writing product
descriptions, so that a less experienced
customer can understand what the product
offers and whether it’s right for them. We
also produce video clips where experts
explain about a product’s benefits.   

ARE THERE ANY CURRENT OR
FUTURE MARKETING STRATEGIES
YOU CAN TALK ABOUT?
Our plan is to keep a strong focus on our
online marketing campaigns, as well as
increase our offline marketing strategies, such

as attending sports events and initiating more
relationships with appropriate online and
offline partners. 

HOW DO YOU FIND OUT ABOUT 
NEW PRODUCTS? 
So far we haven’t joined any buying groups.
We source products based on the needs of
our customers. 

AS A PURELY ONLINE STORE, WOULD
YOU EVER CONSIDER HAVING A
BRICKS AND MORTAR SHOP?
You never know what will happen in the
future, but we think there’s a lot more
potential for us online, so that’s what we’re
going to focus on. 

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST AND LEAST
ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS?
I really like building a company with my big
brother. Specifically, I like the challenges that
entering a new market brings. It’s really
interesting to find out what you need to do to
gain market share in a foreign country. What I
like least are the price wars, which are getting
more intense every year. We think it’s best to
compete on customer service, advice and
logistic performance than solely on price, and
that is where we put our main focus. Of
course, we also offer competitive prices, but
that isn’t our core strategy.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST
CHALLENGE SO FAR?
Up until now we’ve grown our business solely
through cash flow. It’s been difficult to gain a
share of a market that isn’t growing by much
overall, particularly when a lot of other
companies are better financed. However, my
favourite saying is: ‘There are no problems,
there are only challenges’.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jakob and
Moritz Keller 

The team at Keller Sports
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exclusive product and marketing
campaigns on offer in the four key
categories of running, football, rugby
and fitness - Salomon Trail Running,
adidas Core 4 Running, PROTOUCH
Run Safe, Polar Smart Coaching,
adidas Football, Nike Football,
Canterbury Rugby and Reebok
Fitness.

adidas brought its new football
collection to life in the INTERSPORT
area with an interactive Xbox game
and samples of its new boot to wear,
with the highest scorer winning
hospitality tickets to a Premier
League game. 

Gilbert had a great focus on
netball and brought three
professional netball players to the
show for visitors to pit their shooting
skills against. A crate of Gilbert

RETAIL

netballs was awarded to the person
who scored the highest number of
goals in a minute.   

A dinner for 240 people, co-
hosted with Canterbury of New
Zealand and their brand ambassador
Will Greenwood, was held on the
evening of the first day of the show.
Greenwood’s after dinner speech
went down well as he regaled the
audience with stories of rugby tours,
players, winning the world cup and
some behind the scenes glimpses into
the world of rugby.  

EXPERT ADVICE CAMPAIGN
CONTINUES IN 2013
The exclusive brand campaigns all
coordinate with the INTERSPORT
EXPERT ADVICE consumer campaign,
which began in autumn 2012 with a
running focus. This will continue in the
spring, with an added fitness focus
creative and a point of sale support
activation to bring the piece to life in
store. A full PR campaign will support
the advertising promotion through
running and fitness press in print and
on digital platforms, with consumer
promotions coordinated with the
EXPERT ADVICE message and key
exclusive product stories for
maximum impact. 

PROTOUCH RUNLIGHT
LAUNCHES THIS MONTH
RUNLIGHT is the new concept from
INTERSPORT brand PROTOUCH,
which launches in stores in February.
It’s a coordinated
footwear and apparel
range for runners
comprising
functional,
lightweight
products. It
has a strong
identity with
in store
point of sale
materials
including
hang tags,
cravats
posters
and
banners.

INTERSPORT holds quarterly shows
at its head office exhibition facility in
Solihull and with its key Q3 show,
which took place on January 8-10,
extended into a second hall to give
suppliers and showcase brands extra
space to present. 

The shows are constantly
evolving, with a consistently high
number of suppliers and members
attending each one. The demand for
space outstrips supply, so supplier
numbers have to be capped. To add
to the full house of members,
INTERSPORT had a number of
prospective members in attendance,
as well as guests from the company’s
Bern head office and buyers from
INTERSPORT Denmark. 

The first day of the show started
with a member briefing on the eight

23www.sports-insight.co.uk

FULL HOUSE
INTERSPORT kicked off 2013 with an expanded Q3 show
and an entertaining dinner date with Will Greenwood

REEBOK EXCLUSIVE
U-FORM+ LAUNCH
SPRING 2013

The INTERSPORT and Reebok fitness collaboration is entering its
second season with the launch of an exclusive product featuring the
innovative technology U-Form+ within the Realflex footwear concept. 

The U-Form+ Fit for Life campaign is supported with a substantial
marketing investment, bringing it to life in store and driving consumers
through an integrated advertising campaign in press, out of home and
digital channels. The essence of the campaign focuses on the fitness
enthusiast - male and female, of all ages and all fitness levels.
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Front

WHAT OTHER BRANDS DO YOU
ADMIRE AND WHY?
We have a great respect for the other
established brands in our market, as the
hockey sector is very competitive. It’s easy
for someone to create a brand, but it’s not
so easy to become a brand with longevity.

WHO’S BEEN THE BIGGEST
INFLUENCE ON YOUR CAREER?
I have always admired my grandfather, who
set up the family construction business in

Runners
“WE HAVE 
HAD A
POSITIVE
RECEPTION
FROM 
THE TRADE
AND LOOK
FORWARD TO
BUILDING THE
BRAND OVER
THE COMING
YEARS”

WHEN DID YOU GET INTO THE
SPORTS TRADE AND WHY?
We only entered the sports trade last
September, so we are new to the
industry. The main reason for taking the
opportunity to be a part of the trade was
that we were asked to by Dita International.
We were both at a point in our careers where
we were looking to make a change. Both
Rob Davies and I had been in our previous
industries for a long time and felt the Dita
opportunity could be the change we wanted.

For more information call 01902 851891
or visit www.dita-hockey.com

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

David Mayer, co-owner of Dita Hockey UK

1963. Although the business closed during
the recession of 1993, he had amazing drive
and ambition. He believed that quality and
customer service was paramount, which is
something we hope to replicate at Dita
Hockey UK.

HOW’S BUSINESS BEEN SINCE YOU
BECAME DITA’S UK AND IRELAND
DISTRIBUTOR LAST SEPTEMBER?
Different! We have had a positive reception
from the trade and look forward to building
the brand over the coming years. Our focus
has always been on the 2013/14 season and
we are really pleased with our range. We
have new materials, colours and designs that
are gaining excellent reviews from both
retailers and players.

HAVE SALES INCREASED SINCE
LONDON 2012?
I understand more people are playing
hockey on a regular basis and a number of
retailers have seen good sales of hockey
product since the Olympics.

WHAT PLANS HAVE YOU GOT TO
DEVELOP THE BRAND?
It’s imperative that we grow the profile of the
brand among both players and retailers. Dita,
as a brand, is globally very strong. However,
this is not the case in the UK and Ireland. We
have a very specific strategy in place that
should enable us to elevate the brand back
to where it should be. While this will not be
easy, we believe the brand has a certain style
and flair that others don’t possess. 

We feel hockey players can look good,
play well and express themselves with Dita.
The brand and products are different to
those that have been sold in the UK over the
past few years. The technology, quality and
feel of the products have also been
improved. The products are designed by
hockey players in Holland for hockey
players all over the world.

THE NEXT 12 MONTHS WILL BE…
All about getting out and about visiting
retailers, both current and new, raising the
brand’s profile and giving the best possible
products and service to our retailers and
their customers.
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Guaranteed stock availability
Adjustable support with Coolmax
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There were many British
success stories generated by
London 2012, but one of the
more inspirational was
Nicola Adams winning an

Olympic boxing gold medal.
Her achievement in beating opponents

from Bulgaria, India and China in the
flyweight division will be remembered for
decades to come due to the historical
resonance of it being the first gold ever to be
awarded to a female boxer at the Games,
the last of the 26 Olympic sports to be open
to both sexes. 

PARTICIPATION
Despite limited publicity, Sport England says
that the number of women that participate
in boxing (including non-contact variants
such as boxercise) has been growing even
before Adams performed her heroics
(36,000 each month at the last count). In
2005 there were just 70 registered female
boxers; in 2011 this had grown to more than
1,000. Non-contact boxing will be included in
this year’s Youth Sport Trust School Games
for the first time. 

For manufacturers, retailers and
distributors increased participation should
mean increased sales. Has this phenomenon
already been seen post Olympics?

“It’s not easy to tell at the moment,” says
Debbie Hanson, sales manager at Cimac -
the licensed distributor for adidas boxing
equipment in the UK and Ireland. “Some of
our busiest months are November and
December, so it’s very difficult to gauge if 
the Olympics has had a significant effect.
We’re on an upward trend, month-by-month
sales have been positive for the past few
years and we would expect to see that 
trend continue.”

Boxing products range from punch bags
to headguards and speed balls to sparring
gloves and pads. Such a physically
demanding activity requires intense
preparation and Nottingham based Precision
Training - hitherto known for its work in team
sports - sensed a market to exploit when the
company launched into boxing last year.

“After one year in the market, we have

been delighted with our growth in 2012,”
David Sanderson, brand and marketing
director at Precision Boxing, told Sports
Insight. “Sales have been growing steadily 
as brand awareness has increased and we
are excited about the next stage for
Precision Boxing. 

“The Olympics was a great showcase for
boxing in the UK and the stars of the event
were fantastic ambassadors for the sport
and what it can do for young kids. It’s a
great time for retailers to tie up with their
local clubs and help drive the sport forwards.
Thanks also to the first female boxing gold, I
think women are also a key target area and
boxercise is a great way to introduce them
to the benefits of boxing to keep fit.”

Boxercise could be seen as a stepping
stone for many women into boxing itself.
Most take part to gain the fitness benefits of
intense shadow boxing and punching bags
and pads, but the buzz of landing blows and
the so called ‘Adams effect’ of seeing the
possibilities now available for taking up
competitive boxing could encourage more
to move from the aerobics studio to the
boxing gym. 

“Boxercise classes have been big for us;
we’ve seen increases in our sales of gloves,
hand wraps and focus mitts,” adds Hanson.
“There is no hard evidence that more
women are taking up boxing after being
exposed to the sport through boxercise, but
the majority of people who take part in
boxercise are women and perhaps this has
provided exposure to a sport that has been
traditionally off limits to them.”

RESOURCES
Greater resources are going to be pumped
into the sport from central funds, thanks to
the success of Adams and her male brethren
who also claimed gold in August - Luke
Campbell (bantamweight) and Anthony
Joshua (super heavyweight). Not forgetting
welterweight silver medallist Fred Evans and
bronze winner in the middleweight class,
Anthony Ogogo.

The boxing quintet took Great Britain 
to the top of an Olympic Games boxing
medals table for the first time since 1908

and the sport is reaping the benefit. UK
Sport announced in December that it is to
award boxing £13.8 million over the next four
years to help prepare its athletes for the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro - an
increase of 44.5 per cent on the money
made available for London 2012.

Sport England will give £5.8 million to
the Amateur Boxing Association of England
between 2013 and 2017 - a rise of 26 per
cent from the previous four year funding
cycle. The boost is a reward from Sport
England for not just ongoing success at elite
level and the development of women’s
boxing, but more pertinently pugilism being
one of only five sports to have shown a
significant rise in overall participation over
the past year. Sport England reports that
184,400 people in the country box at least
once a month.
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EFFECT
ADAMS

Have boxing product sales been boosted
by London 2012? Adrian Hill reports
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“With the increase in funding for the
ABAE, we would expect to see an increase in
sales in our amateur boxing range,” observes
Hanson. “Boxing should be accessible for
everybody and we hope that following GB’s
success at the Olympics it will encourage
people to take up the sport. This should be
good for our entry level product sales.”

So with greater participation and
money flowing into the sport,

the opportunity is there 
for retailers.  

“The key for any

“IT’S A GREAT TIME FOR RETAILERS TO TIE
UP WITH THEIR LOCAL CLUBS AND HELP

DRIVE THE SPORT FORWARDS”

retailer at the moment is getting face to face
with the key contacts at local clubs and
organisations and making things as easy as
possible for your customers,” Sanderson
advises. “Boxing is not a mainstream sport,
so it does get overlooked and does tend to
be quite regionalised, but there is definitely a
niche to be explored and if you have good
clubs in your area now is the time.”

Cimac sponsors Adams and she features
heavily in the company’s new brochure.
Boxing has its fair share of bad press
generated by sections of the medical world,

but those in the industry believe the
health and social benefits

outweigh the risks, as long as
the appropriate safeguards are

in place. Adams’ bubbly
personality and obvious

enthusiasm
for the

sport is seen as an antidote to the naysayers.
“Nicola’s performance in the Olympics gave

a more balanced view of the sport,” adds
Hanson. “She’s an aspirational person and that’s
great for our brand.” 

BOOM
If Adams can have anything like the effect in
the UK as Katie Taylor has had in Ireland, then
British boxing is set for an unprecedented
boom. Lightweight Olympic gold medallist
Taylor, who some judges considered to be the
most accomplished boxer (male or female) at
the Olympics, was revered in her home country
even before her triumph in London. She was
selected to carry the Irish flag at the opening
ceremony and the four time world champion
clinched her expected gold to send a nation
into raptures.

”Katie Taylor is an iconic figure in Ireland.
Until you go over there it’s hard to appreciate
just how important she is. The Irish have always
been big on boxing, but she has taken it to
another level.” says Hanson.

Its proponents hold up boxing as a means
to not just improve fitness, but for many to
escape from poverty and avoid slipping into
crime. There are countless stories of champions
coming from underprivileged backgrounds to

super stardom and so it is essential that to
maintain its growth equipment remains

affordable to the masses. 
Beginners’ gloves can be bought

for £25, with speed balls available for
under £40. Such price levels

compare favourably with most
sports and it’s this potential

mass appeal that should be
encouraging to retailers. 

However, Sanderson is
at pains to stress that
price stability is crucial:
“We are always looking
to innovate and expand

the range where there is a
specific requirement and

2013 will see us continue to build
on our success with an expansion to the range,
but ultimately sticking to our key objective of
making equipment affordable and available off
the shelf.”
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Lotus Impala Retreat
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• NO minimum order
• Next day delivery from stock
• FREE shipping on orders over £250 (£250 mainland UK - ROI & ROI £350)
• FREE point of sale material available
• Sales agents in your area
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heat-to-fit 

Find your local INTERSPORT store at  
www.intersport.co.uk and get the perfect fit today.
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GENERATING
Getting it right means treating the customer as a relationship, 

not just a sales opportunity. Paul Clapham reports

ADDITIONAL SALES
omething for the weekend,
sir? That phrase is pretty
much a music hall joke
today, but it was the basic
sales tool that Durex used

with great success to help barbers (long
before they were called men’s
hairdressers) to sell condoms. So if an
old school barber can create additional
sales from a customer, a sports retailer
certainly can.

Perhaps the sports trade should
revisit that phrase, since most customers’
sport participation is a weekend thing.
But do you do it? Indeed, does anybody
do it in the UK? I mean really, really try
for the extra sale. The evidence says no.
Sure, in every shop, bank or pub you will
be asked: “Is there anything else?”.
Anyone who thinks that’s the job done is
either kidding themselves or missing out
on lots of extra turnover. 

SATISFYING
More than that, I suggest that some of
the pleasure in retail sales is to be found
in that extra sale. It’s very satisfying to
sell twice to a customer. A sports store is
an Aladdin’s cave of interesting things to
a sportsman but, in the nature of the
thing, most customers have only a partial
acquaintance with your range. So
introduce extra ideas.

Here’s an approach that I’ve
experienced, and it works: “Have you
seen this? It’s new. I think it’s great.”

Wrigley’s Spearmint Gum would not have
achieved its worldwide success had the
company not recognised it is largely an
impulse purchase, an afterthought if you
like. That’s why its trade marketing has
always been centred on next to till siting.
The brand has product size on its side in

that respect, of
course, which many
don’t. 

Let’s take cases
in a sports shop.
An adult customer
comes in and buys
a pair of junior size
football boots.
Because little
Johnny (and,

increasingly, little Joanna) is a big fan of,
say, Steven Gerrard, that decides the
brand and it’s a good margin sale. Bag
the product, swipe the card and…stop
right there.

If little Johnny has outgrown his
boots, it’s a high probability that his
socks don’t fit either. Actually, it’s likelier,
because the socks will almost certainly
have been forced into longer service than
the boots. Extra sale. The running
specialists have worked on this and while
they may not sell socks with every pair of
shoes, they sell plenty.

ENTHUSIAST
Here’s another. That customer - whether
dad, mum, grandparent or uncle - is very
likely to be the enthusiast shouting
themselves hoarse on the touchline each
Sunday morning. What can you sell them?
Look at the Granger’s range of hand and
toe warmers. Small enough to merchandise
by the till, they are also low cost. 

But the bigger virtue is that you are
not just creating an extra sale, but an
extra customer - possibly two or three.
Dad’s footballing days may be a distant
memory, but you’ve sold him something
useful. I also suggest that this is exactly
the sort of purchase that he’ll talk about
on the touchline and could refer a
number of other new customers to you.
That low cost purchase can do some
hard work for you.

What about food products? Take a
look at the Clif range of energy bars. The
brand has a sporting heritage, in
particular in the cycling world. Indeed
David Smith, the company’s UK

Enthusiasm is a great sales tool. But this
is where good selling becomes good
service. How many times have you heard
the retailer’s bugbear: “I didn’t know you
stocked that.”? While you shouldn’t try
and explain your whole range to a
customer, introducing new elements
regularly is easy
and effective.

At STAG’s
UK Buying
Show last
November I
made a
conscious effort
to look for
exhibitors who
were making that
proposition. There were plenty that
might have done so, but none did. I did
not see one piece of PoS saying, for
example, ‘Great additional sales
opportunity’ or ‘Put it by the till for extra
profits’. When I spoke to exhibitors they
were tuned to the potential, of course,
but even then not always.

There’s a good reason for this -
commercial self esteem. Anyone who is
spending 40 hours a week trying to
convince trade customers to stock their
product wants them to make that
decision on all the inherent benefits it has
in its own right. Selling on the basis of
‘sell my product on the back of xyz
purchase’ does little for that esteem.

I think that is missing the opportunity.

S
“SOME OF THE
PLEASURE IN
RETAIL SALES IS
TO BE FOUND IN
THAT EXTRA SALE”
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Additional sales have a barrier - The Canny Customer. Let’s say you’ve done a good job selling
a boxed snooker cue. Naturally, you’ll want to sell some chalk with it. Mr Canny, however, might
say: “You’re going to throw the chalks in with the cue, aren’t you?”. 

You’ll probably agree to keep the main sale, but you’re inclined to feel you’ve robbed
yourself. First, most people aren’t quite that fly and second you can counter with: “Two for the
price of one”. Hey, he started it! Nonetheless, keep a close eye on this, as the process of
additional sales shouldn’t turn into an unplanned promotion.

THE CANNY CUSTOMER
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marketing manager, says the
product was born on a bike ride.
The inventor hated the existing
available product and came up
with something that is
wholesome, nutritious and made
with organic ingredients. 

The company isn’t resting 
on its laurels, either. It asks top
athletes what they want in new
products and that challenges 
the company’s nutritionists to
come up with a solution. Now, 
this is a premium priced product
and you might feel that customers
will say to themselves: “I can 
get something like that in Tesco
for far less”. 

First of all, they’re wrong, as
the Tesco product is little more
than a sweetie. But that sporting
heritage - along with the
underlying product benefits - is key
to the sales potential. The keen
sportsman buys into that principle
across a broad range of products
related to his enthusiasm. If, to
repeat the sock example, he will
buy premium priced branded socks
because he perceives they give him
an edge, why not Clif bars, too?
Nor is this a one off purchase.
David Smith says customers buy
by the case over the web, so the
potential business from an initial
single purchase is significant.

REPLICATE
Jon Drage, sales manager at
Fitness-Mad, says the sports trade
doesn’t do additional sales as well
as other sectors the company
sells to. Fitness-Mad recognises
that a lot of its products are add
on sales. Drage says that retailers
can replicate the sales process
used in sports clubs and that
doing it right means treating the
customer as a relationship, not
just a sales opportunity.

Try barefoot running for size.
Matt Wallden at Primal Lifestyle,
the distributor of Vibram
Fivefingers and barefoot running
shoes in the UK, is evangelistic
about the product and its
possibilities for the 
trade. Wallden’s call is that
minimalist footwear is not a 
fad it’s the future.

Primal Lifestyle sales are
growing - 70 per cent are in the
sports trade, 25 per cent in
outdoor and only five per cent in
lifestyle. That’s where the growth
opportunity lies and where the
add on sales opportunities are. The
customer who learns to love
barefoot running is going to want
it for everything.

RETAIL
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IRON GYM: 

UCMMA Sponsorship 

on skysports

Iron Gym™ is being the proud main 

sponsor of the UCMMA with Skysports. 

Ultimate Challenge Mixed Martial Arts  

(UCMMA http://www.ucmma.tv/) originates

from London, UK, and is Europe's number 

one one MMA organization.

UCMMA Cage Rage is seen on 

SKY SPORTS weekly on wednesdays at

10.00pm as 30 minute show, and 

every 6 weeks after the 

London event as 

2 hour show.

IRON GYM: AB Straps
The Iron Gym Ab Straps hang fromIron Gym Pull Up Bar so you can doall of the exercises you need to getstrong, ripped six-pack abs... Quick!

IRON GYM: 
Push Up Max

Iron Gym Push Up-Max™ rotating 
push up grips allow your arms and 

shoulders to move naturally. More muscles 
are targeted more effectively while reducing

strain on wrists and joints. 

Iron Gym Push Up-Max™ is portable and 
works on any floor surface - great for home, 

office and travel. It's a must for anyone who is
serious about getting in shape. 

It's the ultimate upper 
body workout!

IRON GYM: Iron Gym Original
IRON GYM™ is the multi-function exercise bar you can use to do 

pull-ups, chin-ups, sit-ups, arm and shoulder exercises. The IRON

GYM™ uses your body’s own resistance to deliver powerful results

fast. It strengthens and tones your biceps, triceps, chest, back, 

shoulders and abs. It instantly attaches to or removes from your door

frame with no drilling or tools. 
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For more information call 020 8886 2715
Iron Gym UK, 134 Dalrymple Close, London, N14 4LQ. Tel. 075 0644 3652

sales@irongym-europe.com www.irongym-europe.com

IRON GYM: 
Displays

Currently three different options available.
Basic version is cardboard display which holds 

20 units. Metal display structure is such, that it 
present a regular door frame at home, where you

can conveniently display the sample unit.

Wall display version attaches directly to wall elements,
and goods can be set on a shelve below the display. 

This is a great option for smaller stores.

For larger stores Floor Display is a best option. 
It holds 24-55 units, packed in single or double rows.
When in single row, extra space on sides can be 

nicely used for accessories.
Comes with optional advertising 

screen, with Iron Gym 
introductory videos.

IRON GYM: 
Xtreme Platinum

Best Iron Gym ever! 
Iron Gym Xtreme Platinum™ is the 

multi-function exercise bar you can use 
to do pull-ups, chin-ups, sit-ups, arm and 
shoulder exercises. The Iron Gym

Xtreme Platinum™ uses your body's
own resistance to deliver powerful

results fast. It strengthens and
tones your biceps, triceps, chest,

arms, shoulders and abs. It instantly
attaches to or removes from your

door frame with  no drilling 
or tools. 

DELIVERY INFO:
Generic products are 

conveniently available in
NOS bases (never out of

stock) for immediate delivery
from Netherlands warehouse.

At the moment in the
process of opening 
fulfillment services 

operations in Kettering, UK. 

Exclusive collections available! Ask for details.

IRON GYM: Iron Arms

Rotating Forearm Grips Works Flexor, Extensor and

Rotational Forearm Muscles Just Grab & Turn for a

total forearm workout! Explosive results for Fight

Sports, Golf, Tennis,     etc.
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t’s the driest place on earth
and hot enough to fry an egg.
Who in their right mind would
venture into Chile’s bleak and
brutal Atacama Desert with its

mountains, salt lakes, volcanoes, lava flows
and endless trackless sand?

Mimi Anderson did. In her trademark
pink running kit, the middle aged
grandmother from suburban Kent ran
across the fearsome landscape for 43 hours
in the Atacama Desert Crossing 155 mile
ultra marathon to a resounding victory in
the women’s race. How did she find the
event, which is regarded as an ultimate test
of human endurance? “Really interesting
and enjoyable,” Anderson says.

Last year she fought her way through
the Peruvian rainforest, with its giant ants,
spiders and snakes, in the seven day 230k
Jungle Ultra. Once again she was the first
woman across the finishing line.

VICTORIES
For 14 years since taking up running at the
age of 36, Anderson has taken such epic
victories literally in her stride. In the male
dominated macho world of ultra running -
races are usually at least 100 miles in
conditions that make marathons seem like a
stroll in the park - the woman known as
Marvellous Mimi is a legend.

She’s not what you expect. Now 50 and
still beating runners half her age, the legend
turns out to be a slender blonde, warm and
friendly, who seems impervious to the
almost inhuman demands of her sport and

I proof that in extreme ultra distance
racing women can be men’s equal.”

Anderson doesn’t argue with any of that:
“I tend to be introduced as ‘My completely
nutty friend’ and I’ve got used to that. Why
am I an ultra runner? Because I love to see
how far I can push myself and am always
striving to find a race that’s more
challenging. I’ve run in some of the hottest,
coldest, windiest and driest places on earth,
over mountains, frozen rivers, jungle and
snow. I love the freedom ultra running gives
me to be myself.”

Why Anderson isn’t a Dame or at least a
CBE, goodness knows. She doesn’t have an
autobiography or her own page on
Wikipedia. She taught herself to run on a
treadmill and until recently didn’t even have
a coach. She does now, but he lives in
Canada and trains Anderson over the
internet.

Finding the finance to keep racing is a
constant problem. Friends and family,
including her husband Tim, make up most of
her support team and she’s grateful for
sponsors like X-Bionic, which supplies a
range of running kit, including Summerlight
trekking shirts that Anderson immediately
dyed pink. Other sponsorship comes from a
variety of sources, including Greeper Laces,
Neovite, Elete Water, ToeToe and Wigwam
socks, and Sunwise sunglasses.

“My sponsors make such a difference to
my life,” Anderson says. “Without them I
simply couldn’t afford all the kit, travelling
and other expenses involved in competing in
ultra races all over the world.”

ACHIEVEMENTS
On the other hand, Anderson’s constant
stream of stunning achievements makes
her wonderful sponsorship value. She’s a
double official Guinness World Record
Holder for the longest distance covered on
a treadmill by a female in seven days
(403.81 miles with a broken toe) and the
fastest time by a female running from John
O’Groats to Lands End (840 miles in 12
days 15 hours 46 minutes).

Last September, at 50, she notched up
yet another world record - running 345
miles from the most northern to the
southern most tip of Ireland in three days,
15 hours 36 minutes 55 second. When we
spoke, Anderson was awaiting confirmation
from Guinness that the record was official.

As usual, she underplayed the
achievement. “Of course it was tough, but
I’m lucky to have a mind and body that
enable me to keep going until the job’s
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MY SPORTING LIFE

Mimi
Anderson

Tony James talks to the ultra
running legend who’s competed in
some of the hottest, coldest,
windiest and driest places on earth
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RELENTLESS SCHEDULE
For the coming season there will be no let up in Anderson’s
relentless schedule, which includes training runs of up to 100
miles a week when she is in peak condition: “In May I’m doing
the Grand Union Canal Race, which is 145 miles from
Birmingham to London, but I plan to run up to Birmingham
first, have a few hours sleep and then race back to London.”
Then she’s off to Colorado for a race through the mountains
and back for the iconic Greek 153 mile Spartathlon from Athens
to Sparta. “I’ll do the race and then run another 153 miles back
to Athens,” says Anderson. “That will make it more interesting.
“Of course, you have low points, but you keep on going

because you know that in perhaps 10 minutes it will
have passed. You just have to cope with it and keep going. I
did have to drop out of the West Highland Way Race last year
when I tripped and hurt my ankle and in a race called The
Piece of String I got so cold I just couldn’t go on, but giving
up is very rare for me.
“People ask me what drives me to run the distances I do.
Quite simply, I absolutely love it. I travel to amazing places,
meet fantastic people and have the loving support of my
family. What more could I ask for? I’m not the fastest or
youngest bird on the block, but I always try to do my best.”

done,” she says. “I had distances I wanted to
achieve each day and gave myself a target
time of 84 hours. I ran 110 miles on the first
day and then had a two hour break to eat
and sleep. In total I had five hours sleep
over the 87 hours. A lot of people can’t get
their heads around things like that, but it’s
become part of my life.”

What are the secrets of this most
unlikely superwoman? A close friend
explains: “She is not only hugely
experienced in both the physical and
mental preparation for races and records,
but also has the confidence to know she
possesses an extraordinary talent for this
sort of extreme effort.” 

Anderson says: “I try to achieve a
balance between normal life and running. I
eat healthily, but I also enjoy a glass of wine.
My family and friends keep me grounded
and I thank them for that.”

INTERVIEW

“I’M NOT THE
FASTEST OR
YOUNGEST
BIRD ON THE
BLOCK, BUT I
ALWAYS TRY TO
DO MY BEST”

Anderson adds: “My children were
quite small when I started running - the
youngest was six. My husband Tim
probably thought I was having a mid life
crisis and thought that if I did one race it
would get it out of my system, but it hasn’t
worked out like that. Tim has been
wonderful over the years. He had to learn
to cook for the family, use the washing
machine and the dishwasher and he’s in
my support crew 
for a lot of the races.

“For instance, for the Irish record
attempt Tim and two friends not only had
to look after me but conform to all the
regulations, including keeping a detailed 
log of stops and what I ate and drank,
organising official starters and finishers 
and getting witness statements and
photographs to corroborate the 
record attempt. All I had to do was run.”
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EXTRAORDINARY
Even the way Anderson became a runner
is extraordinary: “For 15 years I suffered
from anorexia, which took away my
confidence, and I took up running in 1999
at the age of 36 because someone told
me it would improve the shape of my
legs.

“Once I had taught myself how to run,
I started doing 10k races and half
marathons. I went from there to ultra
racing quite simply because I didn’t
actually know about full marathons at that
time. My first ultra race was the Marathon
des Sables in 2001. I was very ill and
ended up on an intravenous drip, but I
finished the race. The team I was in ran
over the line in sparkly purple cocktail
dresses and we won the prize for the best
sense of humour. Things have just gone
on from there.”
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All suppliers listed on thewholesaler.co.uk 
have been thoroughly vetted and are:

 Genuine suppliers 

 Based in the UK 

 With verified contact details

 Holding stock in the UK

 Suppliers to independent retailers

Are you really sure about 
that supplier you found 
on the web?

You would be if you found them on

We’ve been tracking down the best UK 
wholesalers on the web for the past 
10 years and we know every trick in the 
book used by unscrupulous suppliers.

And for this peace of mind…
what do we charge you?

Find your next supplier by visiting:

Nothing…

Not a bean…

Not even a sausage for the dog!

thewholesaler.co.uk is completely FREE to 
use for buyers, you can search through our online 
directory without needing to register your details or 
pay a subscription. All we ask, is that if you contact a 
supplier from our listings, just mention us when they 
ask how you found them! 
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LEARNING ON

ould you take on an
apprentice as a way of
bringing some new blood
into your store and tapping
into the thoughts and

aspirations of the next retail generation?
Or do apprenticeships conjure up pictures of
small boys in Victorian cotton mills or Lord
Sugar shouting at petrified wannabees on a
TV show? If so, perhaps it’s time to think
again because after years of being out of
fashion - five years ago there were less than
50,000 apprentices in the UK - learning on
the job is once again reckoned to be an
excellent way of kick starting a career.

OPPORTUNITY
Strangely, despite the proven benefits of well

trained apprentices, surprisingly few
independents have been taking them on. But
now a programme is offering young people
the chance to have a career in independent
retail - and the first signs are that a surprising
number of them are jumping at the
opportunity.

For instance, after more than two years
out of work 22-year-old Daniel Brobbery-
Gray was thrilled to be offered a job in
Manchester under the Retail Apprenticeship
Scheme run by the National Skills Academy
for Retail.

“This isn’t just a job for me,” he says. “I
want a long term career and to build up my
skills, so that I can be a valuable employee. I
think more businesses should offer
apprenticeships as they are a great way to

Follow us @SportsInsightUK

W

Could a programme that offers young people the chance of a career in
retail benefit your business? Tony James reports

get people into work and training and there
are so many unemployed people who just
need a break. At the end of the day, I just
wanted an opportunity to prove myself, do a
good job and be a normal person. I’d like to
own a house and a car and, maybe in the
future, my own business.”

The Retail Apprenticeship Scheme,
specifically designed for small and
independent retailers, is now being piloted in
at least 10 of the National Skills Academy for
Retail’s 70 ‘skills shops’, which deliver all types
of training for the retail industry. The
apprenticeship scheme is scheduled to be
extended nationally in the spring and summer.

“This is a service that helps attract young
people into the independent retail sector and
provides retailers with affordable, talented

40
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RETAIL APPRENTICESHIP SCHEME

new recruits that can make a difference to their
business,” says Kerry Burgess-Ayala, director of
marketing and communications at Skillsmart
Retail. “It simplifies the process for
independents and greatly cuts the cost of a
traditional apprenticeship - overall
responsibility for each apprentice is shouldered
by the Retail Apprenticeship Training Agency.”

A typical apprenticeship candidate, Ruden
Tamang-Bhutia signed up straight after doing
his A-levels and began the programme with
two months at the Bluewater, Kent skills shop,
before moving on to a placement with a family
run business.

Tamang-Bhutia says the scheme provided
him with a “fantastic introduction to retail”. He
worked on the shop floor over Christmas and
singles out visual merchandising and customer
services as areas where he felt he had added
value to the business. He plans to continue his
career in retail.

Kate Barnard, 18, decided against going to
university, but was keen to gain new
qualifications. She says the Retail
Apprenticeship Scheme provided her with the
ideal solution and she thoroughly enjoyed the
work experience. Barnard says earning while
she learned provided her with “the perfect 
leg up into the retail industry” and gave her 
the all important experience and qualifications
to progress.

Nick Jeffs, 19, joined the apprenticeship
scheme after studying business at college.
Keen for a career in retail management, he was
attracted by the scheme’s broad grounding
and says it has more than lived up to his
expectations.

WIN-WIN SITUATION

LEADERS
“This isn’t about creating short term jobs,”
says Jane Rexworthy, head of the National
Skills Academy for Retail. “We are aiming to
launch a new generation of retail leaders and
entrepreneurs with the talent and ability to
forge a long term and successful career in
the retail sector.

“We are creating a two pronged
approach geared towards both young
people and retail businesses that may be
looking to take on an apprentice. It has been
proved that apprentices develop a real
loyalty to their workplace. They can be
trained to suit a retailer’s exact business
needs and at the same time employers are
demonstrating a commitment to their
community by keeping high calibre young
people in the local economy.

“Apprentices are given the opportunity
to gain all the skills necessary to run an
independent retail outlet. At the end of the
programme they will have a nationally
recognised retail qualification and fantastic

work experience on their CVs, while the
employer has fully trained members of staff
and the option of taking them on
permanently.”

Potential apprentices are recruited and
employed by the Retail Apprenticeship
Training Agency prior to joining retailers on a
12-month contract. Before they start work,
each youngster has two weeks’ classroom-
based training to ensure the retailer gets a
work ready employee.

The scheme is open to small independent
retailers who can provide a 12-month job for
30-40 hours a week with a clear role and job
description and safe working environment. If
you take on an apprentice, you must pay
around £140 a week to cover wages and
other costs and also provide the youngster
with a supervisor or mentor. A £1,500 grant
may be available to help with the costs of
giving a youngster a job. The apprentice’s
progress is assessed every month and he or
she has to attend two weeks of single day
release, classroom-based training. 

“THIS IS A SERVICE
THAT PROVIDES
RETAILERS WITH
AFFORDABLE,
TALENTED NEW
RECRUITS”
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Consultants say there has
never been a more
important time to train
and keep a skilled
workforce and major
retailers have long
realised the value of
apprenticeships in doing
this - they took on over
11,000 youngsters in 2011.
But according to the
latest research,
surprisingly few
independent and smaller
retailers take on
apprentices, mainly
because they believe it
would be expensive and
divert valuable resources
at a time when high 
street survival is often 
a daily struggle.
According to the National
Skills Academy for Retail,
the Retail Apprenticeship
Scheme will make it much
easier for independents to
attract talented new
recruits. “The involvement
of the Retail
Apprenticeship Training
Agency will simplify the
process and greatly
reduce the cost to small
retailers,” says Kerry
Burgess-Ayala, director of

marketing and
communications at
Skillsmart Retail.
“Overall responsibility for
each apprentice, including
health and safety, learning
and employment, stays
with the RATA, thereby
reducing the risk, time
and administration costs
to the retailer. The
majority of applicants are
16-18 years old and may
be looking for work or
could be straight from
school. We invited
interested independents
to contact us and already
have had lots of inquiries.
“For retailers, it’s an extra
pair of hands at a
relatively low cost. From
the feedback we’ve been
getting, the scheme gives
the retailer an opportunity
to mould and train a
young apprentice in the
ways of the business.
We’ve also found that
often young people have
ideas about promotion
and development,
perhaps using social
networks, which can bring
a new perspective to the
business. We are very

pleased with the way the
pilot scheme is going and
are looking forward to
rolling it out further into
the rest of the UK.”
Jane Rexworthy, head of
the National Skills
Academy for Retail, adds:
“This is going to be a very
important programme,
with masses of
opportunity for both
youngsters and
independents. There are
at least 200,000 small
retail businesses out there
that could benefit from
the opportunity to take
on someone already
trained and anxious 
to learn.
“On the other side,
youngsters joining a small
independent rather than a
national chain will get the
chance to work with
owner-managers who can
teach them every aspect
of running a small retail
organisation. What a
great experience for those
entrepreneurs of the
future who want to run
their own businesses. 
It’s a win-win situation 
for everyone.”
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Paul Clapham explains how retailers can
harness the power of media promotions

value is, say, £3,500. The promotion
would be announced with perhaps a half
page, plus smaller spaces thereafter. In
the introductory piece the shop tells
readers its story, eg: ‘Sport City is
Anytown’s biggest stockist of sports
goods, everything from archery to
walking, etc’. You should expect to feature
your logo, with a store photograph and a
location map. Each day the promotion
runs a question and the entrant must get
these right to be in consideration.
Winners are drawn at the end. 

As you will have realised, each
individual media promotion is subject to
negotiation. There is no rate card that says
‘you give us £x,000 of prizes, we give you
y amount of space’. The retail price of the
prizes and the advertising value of the
space are in the public domain. After that,
it’s down to you to convince the
newspaper to give you more space. Insist
that they are specific - eg, page seven for
the launch half page, a quarter page to
follow, eighth pages plus entry form
thereafter. Ask about that front page and
for winners’ photos at your premises to be
published in the paper. 

Although there’s no rate card,
publications do have a formula they tend
to follow, so note what your chosen
paper does. If you have a choice of
publications, it’s likely one of them will
be a more regular user of promotions.

If you don’t like the competition format,
look at creating a special money off deal for
your local paper. You will have seen
shoemakers doing two for one deals in the
national press. Can you work something
similar locally? 

How about a complete set of cricket
kit - bat, pads, trousers, shirt and shoes -
for half price? Since you aren’t the

via advertising. This distinction between
editorial and advertising space is not
semantics; it means the promotion can
be - and often is - featured in parts of
the publication you literally cannot buy at
any price, eg the front page masthead.

Also, should the publication be
advertising itself at the time of your
promotion - classically by direct mail - you
will feature there too because your
promotion is a key benefit to prospective
readers. In addition, they will most certainly
make a feature of it in their newsstand and
newsagents’ promo posters, again because
it helps sell the paper.

Then there’s the database of entrants.
Some publications can be a bit iffy on
this issue - “they’re our readers and we
control who communicates with them” -
but a promoter should negotiate tough
on this one - if you don’t get the
database, they don’t get the competition. 

There is an edge. Someone has to
take all those emails, postcards or
envelopes and put the detail from the
entry form into a computer. It’s not free,
but it’s worth it because you already
know lots about these people - they’re
sports fans, they like promotions and
they read the local paper.  

There’s a further cost benefit. Because
this is editorial space, the publication
picks up all artwork costs. They do have
the final say on detailed copy and layout,
though, so you can expect them to
respect your wishes, but you can’t insist.

Let’s take an example. You offer the
local paper a deal that gives 100 lucky
winners a pair of football boots. Total

What do you get from a media promotion? First of all, this is high
quality publicity. Entrants have to read about your store to enter.
Secondly, it’s good value. If the prizes have a retail value of
£2,000, you will pay far less and a brand may give you a
particularly good price for the publicity benefit. Thirdly, there’s the
database of entrants. You know they all play football and they like
promotional offers, so you can mail the losers on that basis.

This technique can’t be used often, but it can generate big
response. I once got 2.5 per cent of the circulation of a national
Sunday paper from one appearance - nearly 60,000 entries. A
small business using a local paper could plan on at least a

similar percentage, depending on the value of the offer.
Developed properly, that would result in lots of turnover. It
should also be obvious that the awareness of the store is a
major value and some entrants will come in looking for answers
to competition questions.

The downsides are few. You have to be a good negotiator to
get a good deal and not everybody is. Finding the right person
to talk to at the publisher can be frustratingly difficult; start with
the editor, it may well be him/her. The local paper you want to
use may just not be interested in the idea.  It’s not as easy as
placing an advert, but the benefits outweigh the extra graft.

HIGH QUALITY PUBLICITY

GIVE IT AWAY
FOR PROFIT

iving your product away
free might sound like the
fastest way to go bust.
However, if you do it
through the press it will

have precisely the opposite effect. The
technique is called media promotions -
you see them in every newspaper.
Here’s how they work.

There are several different formats
possible, but the most relevant to Sports
Insight subscribers is the reader
competition. In essence, you exchange
your product for space in a newspaper
or magazine. Effectively you ‘buy’ space
at full rate card prices, with product ‘sold’
at full retail price, ie no discounts apply. 

You get space to tell your business
story - expertise, range, price, service,
etc. The publication gets a free
competition for its readers, but there’s a
lot more in it for the provider of prizes
than that bald statement suggests.

BENEFITS
First of all, newspapers run these
promotions to boost their circulation.
Typically, in an evening daily newspaper
such a competition would require
entrants to read every issue during a
week, including Saturday. This has two
main benefits - one, you the promoting
partner receive coverage throughout the
week; and two, because this is activity
that benefits the publication itself, the
competition is featured in highly visible
parts of the newspaper.

There’s more. Such competitions are
run through the editorial department, not

G
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PROMOTIONS
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manufacturer, unlike those
shoemakers, this would need care.
Still, it can be made into a high value

limited offer. In this cricket example,
I’d pitch it well before the season

starts, when players are being TV
fans. That would help generate

business into the main
season. Your deal for the
newspaper in this case is,
for example, £5,000 of
free cricket kit for
readers of the
Anytown Gazette.

DEAL
Talk to your

suppliers. Will they
give you a pistol hot

deal that still enables
you to make a decent

profit, while getting the
built in free publicity?

Manufacturers know well that
using product this way is very
low cost marketing spend.
They will like the brand
exposure, too.

Make friends with the sports
editor of your local paper(s).
Suggest that anyone who scores
three goals or tries or takes a ‘five
fer’, reported in his paper, gets deal
x. You will need to commit to some
associated advertising. Clearly, you can
come up with lots of variants of this. It
could be anyone who gets his/her name in
the paper or his/her picture.

Think about that same process in terms
of developing business with teams. They will
have established suppliers, but offering a
league winner’s discount can get you the
opportunity to pitch for their business. 

If you feel brave, look at a ‘free’ offer
for all readers. Again you will have

seen the national newspapers doing this and it’s
usually food related. The deal is invariably ‘take
this voucher to shop x and get a free sample of
product y’. This is heavily or totally funded by the
manufacturer. Subject to price practicalities, is

there any reason why you can’t do
the same?
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HOCKEY

UPWARD Team GB’s Olympic
hockey success has
meant increased
funding in the run
up to Rio 2016, but
what has its legacy
been for the retail
market? Louise
Ramsay reports

K hockey did well at the
Olympics. The women
picked up bronze with a
win over New Zealand,
their first Olympic medal

for two decades, while the men finished
just short of the podium, losing 1-3 to
Australia in the bronze medal match.

This performance meant hockey
benefited from a bit of a windfall when
UK Sport carved up the funding ahead of
Rio 2016 - up £500,000 to £15.5 million,
with an additional £12 million of funding
from Sport England. 

PARTICIPATION
While funding increases are good, what
effect has the Olympics had at home?
“There has been an upward trend in
participation, especially in the junior and
masters sectors,” says David Mayer, co-
owner of Dita Hockey UK. “But it is still a
hard environment for the majority of
retailers around the country.

“However, initiatives from the sports
governing body such as Back Into and
Rush Hockey have given hockey a
structure to encourage more people to
take part in the sport. So I hope the clubs
will take advantage of this and push these
initiatives, which will further increase
participation and
therefore demand for
hockey products.”

In terms of
increases in sales,
former England
hockey international,
three time Olympian
and Mercian
managing director
Simon Mason says
that so far the
Olympics have had a
small effect on retail
because the people taking part are
recreational players, so demand has 
been for lower value items with less
technical specifications.

Neil Mallett, marketing manager at
Grays Hockey, agrees the Olympics have
had a positive impact. “The benefit has
been seen at local level, where an
increasing number of young players have

U
now seen the game and want to take
part in their local club,” he says. “I would
encourage retailers to take advantage of
this increased activity and build even
stronger links with their local clubs.

“Grays’ new range has several new
products aimed at junior hockey players,
like the new GX 8000 Junior hockey
stick, which features the very latest Micro
head shape, and the newly developed
G750 junior hockey shoe that has a low
profile outsole to help young players.”

What about the future? “The market
is going to continue to be tough, as I
can’t see any signs of a strong economic
upturn in the next 12 months,” says
Mason. “But what I think will happen is
that consumers will continue the trend in
recognising that price is not the only
differentiator in the market.

“There are some very cheap new
brands emerging on a regular basis,
direct from factory offers and the like.
However, the real value comes from
getting great customer service from an
established retailer and whether that is in
store or online is not the issue. Brands
that offer product reliability and durability
are highly valuable and are supported by
the hockey community.”

In terms of emerging trends, Dita
has noticed that the
bend position in the
shaft of the stick is
becoming an
increasingly crucial part
of a player’s buying
decision. “The trend now
looks towards our XL
Curve, which has a
25mm and 24mm height
that can be found across
our 2013-14 range,” says
Mayer. “We also see the
need for a lighter, stiffer

and well balanced stick for the high end
players and a stick with a good feel and
looks for beginners and club players.”

FASHION
Mason has spotted that younger players
relate to fashion trends such as Hollister
and Abercrombie. “Our junior sticks
reflect that, with bold block colours,

tonal shades of colour and simple, clear
branding,” he says. “In the adult sector,
chic and exclusive products attract some
greater spending segments of the
market. Apart from that, good technical
specifications on products help to
establish why a product is worth X
pounds and so encourages the
consumer to spend.”

Mallett believes the driving force is
technology, as well as a desire for more
curved blade profiles on hockey sticks.
“Through following the Olympics, we
reviewed our stick range and worked on
raising the performance levels.” he says.
“Our new Tri-Tec carbon fibre weave on
the GX 8000 models is the latest in
cutting edge development. The three
directional weave construction creates
greater product consistency and
improves performance, which gives
players the edge.

“We have also worked on improving
the profile shapes, with the introduction
of the new GT Turbo models and GX Mid-
Bow range.”

Currently Dita’s best-selling sticks are
its EXA 500, with its L curve and water
displacing grooves, the XL Curve and
Terra 40. “In our shoe range, the junior
shoes always sell well, as we take great
care to design a shoe with great stability
and protection for a growing foot,” says
Mayer. “The introduction of a velcro
fastening system on our ‘Fix n Go’ shoe
has also proved very popular.

“For seniors, our narrow fit Nova
shoe has been a fantastic seller - it
combines a great look, technology and
price point in one shoe. The Pro-Grip
shoe has also proved very popular, as it
carries our timeless multi-surface
outrigger tread pattern.”

Mercian reports it’s been a great year
for its goalkeeping products and found
that sponsoring both Team GB keepers at
London 2012 had a fantastic impact. “Our
Mini and Midi ranges did well too,” adds
Mason. “In addition, an offer to review a
school’s equipment free of charge had an
impact at the beginner end of the market.
We found as well that the increased prices
of competitors’ equipment in comparison
to ours also brought us some good sales.”

TREND

“ANYTHING
THAT IS NEW,
BRIGHT AND

SLIGHTLY
DIFFERENT
WILL SELL
WELL THIS

YEAR”
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PRODUCT FOCUS
DITA 
“Dita has taken time to look at the trend in new materials
and colours and has developed a range of products we
believe will bring a much needed lift to the UK and Irish
hockey markets,” says David Mayer. “Our Terra mid range
sticks are innovative and exciting, while our Nova shoe is
again looking fantastic. We have revamped our stick bags
and backpacks to give a more urban feel and added neat
safety features for the dark evenings.

“New for this year is our EXA 700 stick. It is a new mould
and has been developed in conjunction with a number of top
international players. It carries our XL Curve 25mm, grooved
J shaped head; contains 95 per cent nano resin carbon fibre,

so is ultra lightweight; and in addition has a power index of
11.30 - our highest ever.”

MERCIAN 
“I think the new 201 range will sell really well,” says
Simon Mason. “Having identified the fashion trends
for younger players, it’s a range that reflects their
current likes and will reflect in good sales. We’ve
also worked successfully with groups such as STAG
and INTERSPORT for some years and what has
worked really well for their members is a variation

on a theme to provide exclusivity.
“This year we have a London themed special

edition line. Using the London skyline, we’ve created
an exciting set of graphics to overlay a high quality set

of sticks that we are looking forward to bringing to the
market. This is to reflect that we are a British company -

and proud of it.”

HIPPO 
According to John Barrett, manager at Hippo Sports, in
terms of sticks, the company’s low bow concaved face range
has been doing well. “Anything that is new, bright and
slightly different will sell well this year,” he says. “Meanwhile,
we have new technology and a new look in the pipeline that
will launch to the trade in March.”

GRAYS HOCKEY 
Grays has developed a second generation of Nano range
models with the introduction of a new large cross weave that
increases the energy transfer, as well as the inclusion of
basalt with the matrix formulae of the top of the range Nano
10 Jumbow. 

In addition, the brand has introduced ‘twin-beam’
technology into its GT Turbo range, which runs down the
back of the sticks to increase hitting power, while the
diagonally placed ‘powerveins’ help to reduce stresses as
a result of torque. They also have two new head shapes
- Micro and Hook - with special features that help
players perform better. It’s Grays Hockey’s most
advanced range in terms of choice and technology.
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ZOPPO
ZOPPO’S NEW HSV AND LFM
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY OFFERS
GREATER STIFFNESS AND VIBRATION
CONTROL, INCREASING THE QUALITY
OF ITS COMPOSITE STICKS.

With new attractive branded cosmetics,
the top of the range low bow EXSF

gives extreme stiffness, but
retains a soft touch for the
player that needs both
power and control.

ZOPPO ALSO 
HAS A NEW
PROTECTION
PLAYER GLOVE,
PLAYER BAGS 
AND ACCESSORIES
AVAILABLE

Zoppo’s striking graphite look in its low
bow range means it looks stylish and
enhances the appeal of the company’s
products. In addition, it has improved its
mid bow 25mm and 19 mm ranges.

Zoppo also has a new protection 
player glove, player bags and
accessories available.

For more information call 
0044 (0)1442 800124 or email
sales@zoppohippo.com
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DITA EXA 700 NRT
THE EXA 700 NRT IS THE FLAGSHIP STICK FROM DITA INTERNATIONAL.

It combines the latest in carbon fibre and modified epoxy resin technology,
thus achieving the stiffness, impact and weight demands of today’s top players. 

In addition, the XL Curve and newly profiled shaft give the ultimate in feel,
control and performance, while the grooved face of the J shaped head offers
a cleaner contact and greater control on water based surfaces by
displacing the water often caught between the stick and the ball.

The Dita EXA 700 could be the most advanced
hockey stick in the market.
For more information call: 01902 851891.

IT COMBINES THE LATEST
IN CARBON FIBRE AND
MODIFIED EPOXY RESIN
TECHNOLOGY
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MERCIAN
THE MERCIAN 201 (2013-14) RETAINS
ITS POPULAR 100 PER CENT
FIBREGLASS CONSTRUCTION,
ENHANCED BY NEW GRAPHICS AND
AN IMPROVED MOULD SHAPE FOR
THE SHORTER LENGTHS AVAILABLE.

The London skyline graphic creates a
strong impression and links into
Mercian’s recognition of heritage and
the tradition of ‘Britishness’ that the
company represents. This, combined
with modern and fashionable
colourways, offers an exciting entry
level stick for players looking for their
first composite purchase. Available in
blue/orange, lime/silver and pink/lime
(30", 32", 34", 35" and 36").
For more information call 
01483 757677, email
sales@mercianhockey.com 
or visit www.mercianhockey.com
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GRAYS HOCKEY GX 8000 
MID-BOW HOCKEY STICK 
AND G 9000 SHOE
FOR 2013 GRAYS HAS LAUNCHED THE VERY
LATEST CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY WITH
THE INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW GX 8000
MID-BOW HOCKEY STICK. THE REAR PROFILE
FEATURES A NEW CENTRAL SPINE PROFILE
POSITIONED CENTRALLY DOWN THE BLADE
AND CONTINUING INTO THE BACK OF THE
HEAD, INCREASING BOTH FLEXURAL
STRENGTH AND ENERGY TRANSFER WHEN
HITTING. THE STICK ALSO FEATURES THE
NEW TRI-TEC CARBON WEAVE
CONSTRUCTION, AS WELL AS THE NEW
MICRO HEAD SHAPE TO HELP THE LATEST
3D HOCKEY SKILLS.

The newly launched G 9000 shoe features a
new wider based outsole unit that promotes
greater support and foot stability, together
with a new multidirectional stud pattern to
improve grip, particularly when turning. The
midsole profile has lowered the height of the
shoe for stability. Available in sizes 6-13.
For further information contact Grays on
01580 880357 or visit www.grays-int.co.uk

THE NEWLY
LAUNCHED 
G 9000 SHOE
FEATURES 
A NEW WIDER
BASED
OUTSIDE UNIT

TROLLEY DASH
1. BRABO. SCI-SPORT. SCI-SPORT@BTCONNECT.COM
2. ROCKTAPE. LIVE ON THE EDGE. 0333 400 8181
3. COLD ROLLER. LIVE-ON-THE-EDGE. SALES@LIVE-ON-THE-EDGE.COM21
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The Dita collection is now globaly available. Check dita-hockey.com for more product information, other great products and to fi nd your local Dita-dealer!

OPTIMAL 

CONTROL

ULTRA LIGHT

WEIGHT

NEW GLOBAL DITA
COLLECTION

DESIGNED TO 
PERFORM TO 
THE MAX

EXA 700 HOCKEY STICK
DITA DELIVERS ULTIMATE POWER AND CONTROL
Ultra Light weight for optimum ball handling, designed 
by Top-class players including Sander de Wijn. The 
maximum curve just above the stick’s hook (also called 
“XL-Curve”) means the Exa 700 can perfectly be used as 
a drag-fl ick stick without losing control whenever you hit, 
dribble or stop the ball. That’s what makes the EXA 700 
so popular. Available from July 2013

THE ELITE 690
A DITA-SHOE STANDS FOR PERFECT GRIP 
AND STABILITY WITHOUT LOSING ITS COMFORT
Top end Ultra Light weight shoe with micro fi ber upper. 

The Elite 690 combines all the features that a top end shoe 
must meet without losing his comfort; the Elite 690 offers you soft cushioning, 
extreme light weight, perfect grip and stability! The Elite performs superbly in 
all circumstances and helps you step up to the next level of play.
Available from July 2013

Dita is made for hockey players and 
designed by hockey players. And it shows. 
Dita knows what players need for record 
performances, but also how they want it, 
both in technology and looks. It is no wonder 
that famous top hockey players have been 
choosing Dita for years, with international 
success. Dita offers quality, innovation 
and design. Its expert, professional and 
enthusiastic team is ready to help sports 
retailers and hockey players. Because of its 
many years of experience in fi eld hockey you 
know you can count on Dita. Not just at top 
level, but also for recreational play. No matter 
where you play and how you play: your 
material and apparel are important, since 
you have to be able to rely on them. 
Feel good with Dita.

Dita-Add-UK-nov2012.indd   1 11/6/12   5:07 PM



INTRODUCING THE EAGERLY ANTICIPATED TRAILROC™, 
WITH TRI-C™ SOLE SCULPTED FROM THREE DIFFERENT 
RUBBER COMPOUNDS TO GUARANTEE UNRIVALLED GRIP, 
DURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE.

THEY’RE HERE. 
GET A GRIP.

inov-8.com
      facebook.com/INOV8run
      twitter.com/INOV8run

TRAILROC™ 255
TOTAL PROTECTION

TRAILROC™ 245
PERFORMANCE AND PROTECTION

TRAILROC™ 235
TOTAL PERFORMANCE
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TRI A

TRIATHLON

HOW CAN RETAILERS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF TRIATHLON’S
INCREASING POPULARITY? BIKES MAY BE THE WAY FORWARD,

REPORTS LOUISE RAMSAY
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t’s common knowledge that
triathlon is an increasingly
popular sport - and the
figures back it up.
While there’s no hard

evidence to support the estimated figure of
100,000 active triathletes across the UK,
according to the British Triathlon
Federation, the national governing body 
for triathlon, members of the organisation
have increased by up to 18.5 per cent over
the last two years, with around 15,000
members in England in June 2012.

STUDY
To help retailers capitalise on the rise in
interest in triathlon, the Triathlon Industry
Association (TIA) launched a comprehensive
study in November to provide an authoritative
report into the behavioural and buying trends
of Britain’s active triathlete population.

The TIA, which comprises event
organisers, equipment manufacturers, tour
operators, retailers, distributors and media
organisations, is working in conjunction with
the BTF to pool data and provide a detailed
insight into who triathletes are and how much
they spend.

It should certainly help to focus retailers
ahead of Triathlon Show North, the newest
addition to TCR Shows’ successful exhibitions,
which will take place at the Bolton Arena on
May 18-19. Based on the Triathlon Show, which
is held annually at Sandown Park in Surrey,
Triathlon Show North will bring the best of
triathlon brands, experts and professionals
together under one roof. It should also give
retailers an opportunity to consider whether
bikes would be a worthwhile addition to their
current offerings. It’s certainly worked out well
for other retailers. 

When Pilch Sport and Outdoor in
Norwich relocated in 2006, the company’s
new premises had two floors. “The ground
floor was always going to be for sports
apparel, footwear and equipment, but the
basement proved a bit more tricky,” says
buyer Jim Stevenson. “It started out as a
clearance outlet for our department store
business, but this moved into a nearby unit.
We then used the basement for larger sports
equipment such as treadmills and football
tables, but this didn’t work out. 

“A year or so later we took over a small
outdoor store and moved this into the
basement, alongside Cycles UK, a small cycle
concession. We thought the mix would be 
a good one. But over the next two years
Cycles UK grew and outdoor went in the
opposite direction.

“In February 2012 we made the decision
to give Cycles UK the whole basement. This
has proved to be very successful and is a
perfect fit for our specialist sports store on the
ground floor. Cycles UK offers great service
above anything else and this is very much 
our ethos.”

I
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EXPERIENCE
Tri iT Sports is new to the triathlon trade,
opening in Chichester in West Sussex only
last December, but managing director Aidy
Campbell and his team have collectively over
30 years’ experience in the sport. The
company invested about £70,000 into 
bikes and bike accessories when the store
opened, accounting for 70 per cent of its
total stock investment. 

“The bikes contribute most to the
turnover and profit, but also carry the largest
risk,” says Campbell. “In December we were
very busy, but sold no bikes. In January we
more than surpassed the first month’s
turnover, mainly on the back of bike sales.
Bikes don’t tend to be an immediate
purchase, so we developed a healthy
pipeline that is now materialising very nicely.
So we have seen very healthy levels of
turnover with no extra, and actually less, cost
of sale. It takes the same amount of time to
sell a bike as it does for us to fit trainers
properly, however the average cost of a
trainer is £100, whereas the average bike 
is £1,800.”

Campbell keeps about 20 bikes in store
and has a further 60 ring fenced with
suppliers for 48 hour delivery. The most
interest is garnered by the Boardman Elite
Air (mid to top end of the market) and Giant
Defy 1 (entry to mid level).

“We have a complete mix of bikes
though and are very evenly split between
beginner, improver and elite,” he says. “We
tend to see that beginners want to have a go
on them first, whereas the elite cyclists know
exactly what bike they want and will have
researched the bike. Our job is to add value
to the sale - including a free bike fit, for
example - so they decide to come to our
store rather than another store.

“Training/racing road bikes are stiffer
than ordinary road bikes and have a more
aggressive geometry. Time trial bikes are
different, with the emphasis on getting the
rider into an aerodynamic position, which 
is achieved by having an even more
aggressive geometry.” 

What does Campbell think is the future
for triathlon? “With the reaction we had after
the Olympics, I cannot see the rise in interest
in triathlon reversing,” he says. “Having the
Brownlees do so well for Britain can only
intensify the situation and the World Series
Championship in London in September will
only increase interest further.

“Yes the bike is the most expensive
purchase a triathlete can make, but there’s

“WITH THE REACTION WE HAD
AFTER THE OLYMPICS, I CANNOT

SEE THE RISE IN INTEREST IN
TRIATHLON REVERSING”

been no drop in sales during the recession.
Halfords reported a profit last year of just
over five per cent, which was almost entirely
supported by an increase in bike sales of
over 14 per cent. Halfords has just become a
Pinarello stockist, which is the bike brand
that Sky uses. The retailer believes that top
end bike sales are increasing and wants a
slice of the market.”

DEDICATED
Trizone is a dedicated triathlon store in
Truro, Cornwall that opened in January 2012. 

“It’s a massive outlay for a triathlete -
you can expect to pay from about £1,500 to
up to £5,000, depending on the
specification and type of bike you buy,” says
Jenny Shipley, Trizone’s website manager.
“Because people are more cautious with
their money, many will make do with bikes
they already own and often make cheaper
adaptations without spending large sums 
of money.”

The bikes people are most interested in
at Trizone are the Boardman Elite Series and
time trial bikes, of which they keep around
10 in stock of varying price and
specification. “We stock more entry level
bikes than top end, but we try to have a
broad range to cover everyone’s needs,”
says Shipley. “It may be a surprise, but quite
often the margins on top end bikes are not
great  - it’s not the case that selling an
expensive bikes equals a big profit.

“There is also a lot of competition with
online retailers, especially when it comes to
end of season deals, which can be difficult
for small, independent stores that do not
have the buying power of larger national
stores and websites.”

SWIFT RIDE
Cycle brand Swift Carbon has two bikes
for the triathlon market - Neurogen and
Drone. Neurogen is designed to meet
International Cycling Union regulations
for time trial frames, but as triathletes
don’t need to worry about UCI
regulations they can still benefit from
its innovative front end set up for lower
drag. The Drone is an accessibly priced
bike with the ride qualities associated
with a top of the range frame - it’s an
affordable time trial bike that doesn’t
compromise on performance. 
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NEW SOCK
DEVELOPMENTS - TRAIL
RUNNING AND CYCLING
LAUNCHING IN FEBRUARY AT THE BIKE &
TRIATHLON SHOW IN MANCHESTER IS THE
NEW HILLY CYCLO SOCK. DESIGNED FOR BIKE
RIDERS, THIS NEW DEVELOPMENT FROM HILLY
FEATURES ALL THE HIGH SPECIFICATIONS OF
A HILLY SOCK IN A LONGER LENGTH, WITH X-
STATIC SILVER FIBRES AIDING A FRESHER AND
MORE COMFORTABLE FEEL FOR THE WEARER
AND ANKLE FENDERS FOR ADDED
PROTECTION. ORDERS ARE NOW BEING
TAKEN FOR AVAILABILITY THIS SPRING. 

Available now are the second phase products
from the redesigned Hilly running sock range.
One of the highlights is the new Trail Anklet,
which is a complete redesign for 2013. New
cushioning is complemented with ventilation
panels on the upper foot for additional cooling,
while the technical two-layer fabric wicks
moisture away to keep the foot dry. 

Call your local sales agent or Hilly’s sales office on
0161 366 5020 for orders or further information.
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INTRODUCING THE
LIGHTEST KAYANO YET -
THE ASICS GEL-KAYANO 19
WHEN SETTING OUT TO UPDATE THIS LEGEND
FOR 2013, ASICS FOCUSED ON THREE KEY
ELEMENTS: IMPROVED UPPER FIT,
SIGNIFICANT WEIGHT REDUCTION AND
IMPROVED DURABILITY. 

With the GEL-Kayano 18 having won Runner’s
World Magazine’s ‘Best Update’ Award, it was
crucial ASICS accomplished these goals without
diverging from its famous ride, support and
cushioning.

The 19th version of the GEL-Kayano series takes
a ‘stop at never’ approach by becoming the
lightest version in its storied history. Much of
this weight saving can be attributed to the new
Guidance Trusstic.

The GEL-Kayano 19’s upper fit also receives
special attention, with upgrades that improve
this legend’s fit, feel and durability. For these
reasons and more, the new GEL-Kayano 19 is
from literally heel to toe the best in its history.
The shoe will also be featured in the new ASICS
TV campaign on air in March/April.
For more information call 01925 243360, 
email info@asics.co.uk or visit www.asics.co.uk
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OPTIMUM
FIRST PRESENTED AT THE 2012 STAG UK BUYING
SHOW, OPTIMUM’S NEW RANGE OF TRIBAL RUGBY
BOOTS (PRICED AT £24.99 JUNIOR AND £29.99
SENIOR) HAS PROVED TO BE THE COMPANY’S MOST
ANTICIPATED LINE IN RECENT YEARS AND, BASED
ON ORDERS RECEIVED, IS SET TO BE AMONG
OPTIMUM’S BEST SELLERS FOR 2013.

Optimum has decided to extend the range to also
incorporate an easy fasten velcro version in sizes 10-3
with a moulded stud outsole for £19.99 and a six stud
outsole model for £24.99. In addition, the company will
also be launching a Tribal football boot in both junior
(£24.99) and senior (£29.99) sizes.

For more information, or if you would like to discuss 
the range with an Optimum sales representative, call 
01942 497707 or email enquiries@optimumsport.com

CANTERBURY AW13 BOOTS
THE NEW BOOT RANGE FROM CANTERBURY HAS BEEN
SPECIFICALLY DEVELOPED TO CATER FOR ALL MEMBERS OF 
A RUGBY TEAM AT ELITE, AMATEUR OR GRASS ROOTS LEVEL. 

The range boasts a diverse collection of tailor made performance
footwear with updated aesthetic and progressive designs. 

For backs, there is the Control boot (six stud) with a supple 
and striking technical upper component ensuring greater 
comfort and fit, as well as enhancing kicking control and power. 

For forwards, the Stampede (eight stud) provides a wider fit 
and offers excellent traction, support and stability.

For more information email the Canterbury customer service 
team at sales@canterbury.com 
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